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GREEN STRATEGIES
TransformTO CLIMATE ACTION STRATEGY

An ambitious climate action strategy unanimously approved
by City Council in July 2017, TransformTO lays out long-term,
low-carbon goals and strategies to reduce local greenhouse
gas emissions, and improve our health, grow our economy,
and improve social equity.

WORKING TOWARDS A CIRCULAR ECONOMY

As part of its Long-Term Waste Management Strategy, the City
is working towards a goal of zero waste and making Toronto the
first municipality in Ontario with a Circular Economy. The aim is
to reduce waste and maximize resources by moving away from
the linear take-make-and-dispose approach to an innovative
system, focusing on product longevity, renewability, reuse and
repair. The Circular Economy and Innovation office researches,
plans and incorporates circular economy principles into new
programs, policies, procurement and processes.

RAVINE STRATEGY

Toronto’s network of ravines is among the largest in the world.
It flows out of the river valleys into the city’s parks, neighbourhoods
and urban landscape and is essential for the health and wellbeing of the city. The Toronto Ravine Strategy guides future
ravine management, use, enhancement and protection.

TORONTO FOOD STRATEGY

This Strategy promotes healthy sustainable food systems and
aligns with international, national and regional food movements.
Scientific reports point to the critical importance of food systems
transformation in fighting climate change, promoting health,
and protecting the planet.

TORONTO’S BIODIVERSITY STRATEGY

Toronto’s proposed Biodiversity Strategy (the Strategy) aims to
increase the quality and quantity of natural habitat within the
City in order to support healthier, more robust biodiversity and
increase access to and awareness of nature. The Strategy is
intended to position Toronto as one of the leaders in conserving
urban biodiversity. Input to the Strategy has been received from
the Royal Ontario Museum (ROM), universities, environmental
groups, biodiversity experts and amateur scientists.

TTC GREEN BUS TECHNOLOGY PLAN

The Toronto Transit Commission (TTC) has set goals to attain
a zero emissions bus fleet. The TTC will have 60 fully electric
buses generating near-zero greenhouse gas emissions delivered
by early 2020, and over 250 hybrid electric buses with 38%
fewer lifecycle emissions than convention diesel buses will be
on the road. The TTC will have one of the largest mini-fleets
of electric buses in North America and this green initiative is
part of the TTC’s commitment to be 50% zero emissions by
2028-2032 and 100% zero emissions by 2040.

GREEN POLICIES
GREEN ROOF BYLAW AND
ECO-ROOF INCENTIVE PROGRAM
Toronto is the first city in North America to have a bylaw
requiring and governing the construction of green roofs on new
developments. The Green Roof Bylaw came into effect in 2010
and requires vegetative roofs on new residential, commercial
and institutional buildings greater than 2,000 square metres.
The Eco-Roof Incentive Program offers incentives for green
roofs and cool roofs on existing buildings

TORONTO GREEN STANDARD
This Standard (TGS) is Toronto’s sustainable design requirements for
new private and City-owned developments. The tiers of performance
measures and supporting guidelines promote sustainable site and
building design. Tier 1 of the TGS is required through the planning
approval process. Tiers 2 to 4 are higher level voluntary standards
associated with financial incentives and verified post construction.
In 2017, City Council approved the TGS Version 3. It includes
stepped energy and GHG reduction targets for new buildings.

GREEN PROGRAMS
BIKE SHARE TORONTO
Bike Share Toronto allows people short-term access to bikes
at a reasonable cost. With a total of 465 stations, 5,000 bikes,
and 8,550 docking points, bike sharing acts as an extension
of Toronto’s public transit system and as a first/last kilometre
solution by supporting short one-way trips. Bike sharing is an
environmentally sustainable, efficient and reliable transportation
option.

ENERGY RETROFIT LOANS
This retrofit Program offers low-interest loans to help building
owners improve the energy efficiency of their buildings. The
Program supports energy conservation, renewable energy
projects, which will improve resiliency and reduce greenhouse
gas emissions. The Program offers financing up to 100% of
project costs, at an interest rate equal to the City’s cost of
borrowing with repayment terms up to 20 years.

GREEN MARKET ACCELERATION PROGRAM
This Program works with local companies to find City buildings
that will host a demonstration or testing of new innovative
products that reduce environmental impacts and are not yet in
market. This helps these companies to accelerate the process
and bring products to market.

LIVE GREEN TORONTO
This multi-faceted Program engages residents and businesses
in living and working in more environmentally sustainable ways,
through a variety of programs, events and resources. Live
Green Toronto Volunteers, a dedicated team of 1,500 resident
volunteers significantly enhance the City’s outreach capacity.

RESIDENTIAL ENERGY RETROFIT PROGRAMS:
HELP & HI-RIS
HELP (Home Energy Loan Program) and Hi-RIS (High-Rise
Retrofit Improvement Support Program) provide financing to
support the uptake of energy and water efficiency retrofits in the
residential sector. The Programs address key barriers to deep
energy retrofits such as high upfront costs, long simple payback
periods and concerns around the long-term nature of these
investments given the ownership horizon of these properties.

toronto.ca/greensector

GREEN INITIATIVES
GREEN BONDS

In 2018, Toronto issued its inaugural green bond of $300 million
and has since issued a second offering of $200 million. Toronto
is one of the first municipalities in Canada to issue bonds to
raise money for projects that mitigate, and adapt to, the effects
of climate change. Interest from the investment community has
been tremendous with both issuances being over-subscribed.
The green bonds have supported projects in transit infrastructure,
energy-efficiency retrofit and renewable energy in buildings,
resilience to flooding, resource recovery, waste management
and air, water and soil pollution prevention and control.

KING STREET TRANSIT PRIORITY CORRIDOR

King Street is a significant east-west transportation corridor
in downtown Toronto and has been transformed into a Transit
Priority Corridor, restricting private cars from travelling through
most intersections and providing priority to streetcars. Streetcars
now travel faster and more predictably throughout the day.

LOW-CARBON THERMAL ENERGY NETWORKS

The City of Toronto and Enwave Energy Corporation have an
agreement to deliver low-carbon thermal energy networks, also
known as district energy systems. Using energy from renewable
sources, such as heat recovery, geo-exchange and solar thermal,
these networks heat and cool multiple buildings in an area. In
addition to cost-effectively reducing greenhouse gas emissions
and potential revenue opportunities for the City, this partnership
will promote and maximize benefits for the community through
local economic development and improved resilience.

RENEWABLE ENERGY FOR CITY BUILDINGS

The City of Toronto is reducing energy in its own operations
using several innovative solutions including the installation of
renewable energy, expanding low-carbon thermal networks to
City facilities. Recognising the economic, climate change, and
resilience benefits of renewables, the City has mandated the
installation of renewable energy systems on all City buildings,
where feasible, by 2020.fewer lifecycle emissions than convention
diesel buses will be on the road. The TTC will have one of the
largest mini-fleets of electric buses in North America and this
green initiative is part of the TTC’s commitment to be 50% zero
emissions by 2028-2032 and 100% zero emissions by 2040.

